CMS COVER - NORDIC SILVER*

A-PILLAR DECORATION - NORDIC SILVER*

STICKER SET

This CMS (Camera Mirror System) cover replaces
the standard CMS cover. The silver colour adds
an extra stylish detail to your Honda e.

This A-pillar garnish replaces the standard A-pillar.
The silver adds an extra stylish accent to your Honda e.

This black Sticker Set gives your Honda e a sporty and stylish finishing touch.
Applied to the bonnet and tailgate.

FRONT UNDER SPOILER - BLACK *

PREMIUM PACK

17" ALLOY WHEEL - GUNPOWDER BLACK

17" ALLOY WHEEL - BLUE

This Spoiler adds a retro sporty touch
to the front area of the car.

The Premium Pack includes a range of practical and stylish options.
Pack includes: Elegance Floor Mats, Side Body Trims,
Doorstep Garnishes and Front and Rear Mud Guards.

The 17" E1702FR and E1702RR alloys
feature Gunpowder Black windows and
a diamond cut A-surface.

The 17" E1701FR and E1701RR alloys
feature Gunpowder Black windows, diamond
cut A-surface and a blue rim colour.
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*A-pillar decoration, CMS Cover and Front Under Spoiler are also available in blue.
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TRANSPORT

INTERIOR & COMFORT

Get the most out of life
and the most out of your Honda e.

DETACHABLE BICYCLE CARRIER ATTACHMENT
WITH 13-PIN TRAILER HARNESS*
This bike carrier attachment kit comes with a 13-pin trailer harness
and offers the perfect solution if you are planning a bicycle trip.
The bike carrier attachment is designed for easy handling, compliant
with Honda’s strict safety regulations and compatible with our
Thule Bicycle Carriers. A separate bicycle carrier is also available.
*Usage restrictions may apply, contact your Honda dealer for more information.

REVERSIBLE BOOT MAT

INTERIOR PANEL SET BRONZE

Keep your boot area clean and free from dirt and scratches.
This waterproof Reversible Boot Mat is designed to
fit perfectly in the area that needs the most protection.

Make your space a little more individual by fitting these attractive
Interior Panels which replace the standard trim. The top layer is
finished in a bronze-coloured structured surface.
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LEATHER
UPHOLSTERY
PERSONALISATION
What could be better than a bespoke leather interior?
CONSOLE ILLUMINATION*

ILLUMINATED DOORSTEP GARNISHES*

By adding subtle interior lighting the console
area becomes illuminated – giving a soft,
cool glow to the interior of your car.

Crafted in matte black anodized aluminium with
a blue illuminated Honda e logo.
Includes: Illuminated front trims.

This premium upholstery – a combination of nappa leather and
grey fabric – covers the front seats and the 4 door armrests.
In the rear area, the headrest is fitted with nappa leather.
This genuine upholstery comes with Honda’s inbuilt production
quality, durability and premium finishing.

LEATHER UPHOLSTERY - MIDNIGHT BLACK

PROTECTION PACK
This pack offers real-life protection for your Honda e.
Pack includes: Reversible boot mat, front and
rear rubber mats.
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*Console Illumination and Illuminated Doorstep Garnishes are also available as an Illumination Pack.

LEATHER UPHOLSTERY - DARK BROWN

